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About This Game

Tasty Blue is an underwater side-scrolling eat 'em up game. You start as a small goldfish with an insatiable appetite. After being
overfed by your owner, you'll escape into 5d3b920ae0
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Hi, im writing about how tasty blue doesnt work and i'm on a mac. When i open the game, the screen frezzes and requires me to
restart my computer, i would prefer it if you could fix this problem sooner rather than later because i have played the demo of
this game from the official website and it is very enjoyable.. Do I recommend this game? Well as you can see from my thumb, I
definitely do.why? Because it is fun in what it purposes, and it does it in many ways.like.do you want an enjoyable mindless eat
them up game without any difficulty? You got that.you want something casual yet challenging? (replying to those who says this
game IS NOT HARD IN ANY WAY AND THAT YOU CANNOT DIE) Just put the difficulty on "Deadly" and you will die in
one bite.to start the level again. I enjoyed this for what it actually IS.a casual and enjoyable eat em up game, and hey.u got
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achievements to take! So if you say this is not challenging try to take three stars in each level in "Deadly" difficult.. The game is
easier when you control your little terror fish with the mouse. But I can play this game only for about 1 hour before my hand
hurts because the fish moves so fast sometimes. The game itself is more something for. when you're really bored and you don't
know what to do. But it is certainly fun when you need something to have fun. Yeeees, the game gets boring after awhile (after
at least 1 hour). But it is nice and if you want to kill some boredom.. I can't play the this game.. encouraged me to eat paint, was
more fulfulling than this game. Simplistic time killer that's great for when my nieces and nephews are over and want to play a
game. This is a very funny game with a funny story but it gets very boring when ur on the sharks last levels.. Simple, silly,
satifying game about glorifying fishes obesity. Its easy to play and even though the point of the game is a little morbid at times
as you eat actual people, it remains cute and enterataining to play. Levels are simple, but not simple enough to make ever round
a 3 star quality. Different levels have different kind of eating goals to let you finish with time being a key factor in what your
end score will be. Its for sure a fun game to play with the kids/friends who like games that are silly.
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